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markets? Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. For too long, Acura has purveyed perfectly
bland sedans with equally bland names, a far cry from when the division was selling Legends,
Vigors and Integras, sports sedans that satisfied driving enthusiasts and non-enthusiasts alike.
And while the automaker has recently fielded fun-to-drive crossovers, its sedan lineup lacks the
spark that was a hallmark of the brand. With the arrival of the redesigned Acura TLX, that has
finally changed, and not a moment too soon. In the U. Since then, that slice of the pie has
dwindled to That same promise can be seen in the new TLX, which was developed, designed
and engineered mostly in California and Ohio. Better yet, the design execution looks sporty and
aggressive without feeling childish. The edgy new looks cloak a chassis that once more
incorporates a double wishbone front suspension along with a multi-link rear suspension and a
high-output 2. A speed automatic transmission is standard. For most drivers, this TLX 2. Its
chassis tuning also makes it a delight to drive, with a pleasurable athleticism that still provides
a comfortably firm ride. The front seats have sporty, cockpit-like feel, with lots of head and leg
room, although the rear seats are notably short on legroom. Still, Acura clearly spent more

money on the cabin, particularly the instrument panel, which is trimmed in aluminum, open-pore
wood and full-grain Milano leather. Soft-touch padded surfaces abound, and the sporty
ambiance recalls a great chronograph, thankfully eschewing the archetypal look of most luxury
car cabins. This one is elegantly simple in appearance, and it would be easy to use if it were a
touchscreen. Other tech goodies include a standard 7-inch full-color information display in the
gauge cluster and an optional Overall, the Acura TLX is a welcome return to form for a brand
that has been far too blandtastic for its own good for far too long. Trending Articles.
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Jul 25th - 4pm. Business Aug 8th - 4pm. Businesses To Follow. When the TSX ceased to exist
following the model year, Acura lost the last truly engaging sedan in its stable. Yes, the
company rolled out the larger TLX as a replacement, but it failed to really excite audiences with
its frumpy, lackluster styling and somewhat boring drive character. With the all-new TLX, Acura
hopes to recapture some of its old sedan magic. And with slick looks, a healthy dose of tech
and -- most importantly -- better on-road manners, the new TLX is nicely positioned to do just
that. The new TLX is Acura's best sedan design execution in quite a long time. Based on the
Type S Concept , the TLX boasts a fair amount of attitude with a fast roofline, slim Jewel Eye
headlight treatment, hunkered stance and sizeable rear haunches. Compared to the outgoing
model , it's 3 inches longer, 2 inches wider and half an inch lower. In the case of my A-Spec test
car, the TLX gets a touch more aggressive with inch split-spoke wheels 18s are standard on the
base model , a black grille, black window trim, model-specific decklid lip spoiler and foglights.
Head into the cabin and you plop into extremely comfortable and supportive front bucket seats
covered with soft Milano leather and suede inserts. These seats offer plenty of adjustability,
allowing me to find the perfect position behind the thick-rimmed steering wheel. While some on
the Roadshow staff find the TLX's dash layout busy, I like the tiered design and prefer its
plethora of traditional, clearly marked buttons to screens or haptic sliders. High marks also go
to the quality materials that make up all major portions of the TLX's cabin. The dash and door
panels feature large swaths of leather-wrapped and contrast-stitched areas, brushed aluminum
trim and piano black bits. There's also a serviceable amount of space in front, and there's
enough legroom for adults in back, though taller folks might like a little more headroom. For
cargo, a trunk with Working through the various screens is intuitive enough but entering nav
destinations does take a little longer than I might like, especially since the crisp, I do, however,
appreciate the addition of a volume knob and skip buttons to the right of the touchpad, which
make audio adjustments a lot easier. With 17 speakers and watts of power, you'll want to have
the best-quality uncompressed audio files you can get your hands on to truly appreciate this
system. It sounds magnificent and goes toe-to-toe with anything from Bose or Harman Kardon.
Acura's safety menu is substantial, with all TLX models coming standard with adaptive cruise
control, forward-collision warning with automatic emergency braking, lane-departure warning
with lane-keep assist and traffic sign recognition. My A-Spec packs a few more standard
goodies like blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert and front and rear parking sensors.
While better looks and tech improvements are important, the new TLX's performance is the
headline here. Power comes from a 2. The smooth engine offers quick throttle response, lively
mid-range grunt and pulls hard all the way up to the 6,rpm redline. The transmission, on the
other hand, would benefit from some fine tuning to address its slightly muted shifts and while
the manual shift mode isn't horrendous, it's far from the best in this class. Together with the
multilink rear suspension, the new TLX is compliant enough to soak up small to medium
impacts, but is also remarkably competent through bends. There's the smallest bit of body roll
at corner entry, but then the TLX hunkers down and confidently tracks through. The main
performance-limiting factors are the A-Spec's not-so-trim 3,pound curb weight and the Michelin
Primacy all-season tires. These are good all-season tires for balanced daily driving
performance, but you tell the chassis can handle so much more. Combined with the well-tuned
suspension, the TLX is just begging for more grip. Even with the all-season Michelins, the TLX
is quick to turn in and the steering provides satisfying feel and feedback. The brakes are a little
grabby with strong initial bite, but quickly slow this nearly two-ton sedan with confidence. Now,
after driving the TLX A-Spec and experiencing some familiar driving traits that made old Acura
models so endearing, I'm even more upbeat about Acura's future. No, the new TLX isn't perfect,
but it's a strong, competitive package. Acura's latest sedan offers styling, tech and performance
that should make anyone considering an Audi A4 , BMW i or Mercedes-Benz C take a second
look. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy ,
which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. Roadshow editors pick the products and services we write about. When you buy
through our links, we may get a commission. Jon Wong. View Local Inventory. Don't Like Muted

gear changes All-season tire grip Hefty curb weight. Enlarge Image. Score Breakdown
Performance. Specs See full specs. A lot of what we have to say here about the Acura TLX
comes with qualifiers. Whether this is a good thing or bad thing largely relates to the type of
sedan you want. The TLX bridges the gap between mainstream and luxury sedans. It starts
under the hood with a choice of either a four- or a six-cylinder engine. The four-cylinder isn't
inspiring, but it's the one we'd pick. While the V6 generates smooth power, and even sounds
great doing so, it comes lashed to a nine-speed transmission that often fumbles around for the
right gear. Inside, the TLX's cabin is trimmed in quality materials and upholstery. It's not quite
the rich premium leather you might find in an Audi, Mercedes or Volvo, but it's assembled well.
A roomy back seat and a host of standard infotainment and tech features, including standard
driver aids such as adaptive cruise control and lane keeping assist, round out the TLX's appeal.
Acura isn't trying to match its global competitors in adrenaline output. Instead, the TLX ties
together value with satisfying levels of comfort and convenience. But there's no denying that
paying more gets you a noticeably nicer sedan such as the 3 Series or the C-Class. Alternately,
loaded versions of our top-rated sedans such as the Honda Accord and Mazda 6 cost less than
the TLX yet provide essentially the same qualities. If you don't need the flash and dash of the
Europeans, and regular sedans are just a bit too dull for you, the TLX will likely satisfy.
Otherwise, we suggest checking out the competition. We found the TLX to be a well-appointed
luxury sedan with a refined ride and ample motivation from the optional V6 engine. We weren't a
fan of its nine-speed transmission, however, especially in the earlier generation models. Check
out our long-term TLX test to learn more. Note that the Acura TLX differs from our long-term
TLX in that it has received a cosmetic face-lift inside and out and has a revised infotainment
interface. It's the same generation, though, so most of our observations still apply. Choosing an
Acura TLX is straightforward. You can get it with either a four-cylinder or a V6 engine and a
couple of option packages. Four-cylinder models are front-wheel-drive only and available in
three trims: TLX 2. V6 models look similar: TLX 3. There's also an additional TLX 3. All-wheel
drive is optional only for V6 models. The base TLX 2. Standard features include LED headlights,
inch wheels, a sunroof, keyless entry and ignition, walk-away door lock automatically locks
doors after the keyholder walks away from the car , dual-zone automatic climate control,
simulated leather upholstery, and heated and power-adjustable front seats. TLX tech
conveniences include Bluetooth, two display screens upper 8-inch and lower 7-inch
touchscreens , Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, and a seven-speaker
audio system with satellite radio and a USB media interface. This suite includes lane departure
warning and intervention, forward collision warning, automatic emergency braking, road
departure mitigation, adaptive cruise control, and automatic high-beam control. You'll probably
like the extra convenience features of the TLX 2. It adds keyless entry for the rear doors,
hands-free-opening trunk, leather upholstery, automatic wipers, a climate control system that
adjusts for sun direction, navigation, a speaker premium audio system, blind-spot monitoring
and rear cross-traffic alert. The TLX 2. TLX 3. Beyond what comes with the base four-cylinder
model, the 3. The TLX 3. Maximum creature comforts await with the TLX 3. These include a
single, high-intensity paint color Valencia Red Pearl otherwise only found on Acura's NSX
supercar, unique inch wheels, and black leather upholstery with red stitching and faux-suede
inserts. Prior to the , we had a BMW i so there is a suitable comparison. First, it's hard not to
end up buying another Acura when you lease it. Unfortunately, their product line is limited and
so is your selection. This is my wife's car and she loved the I've seen every manufacturer's
white sedan offering and no, the TLX is not the sexiest. But it does have attractive styling and
when compared to most, it holds its own. The wheels are gray so that white on black wheel look
is present when you're rolling. The tail pipes and grill are good updates, although the without
the pipes exposed had a "ground effects" look. One thing I'll say it's simple and sleek. No
qualms. The info center. Well my vehicle is a 4Runner. Anything's better, but it's my one solace
in life, to be in a vehicle where I don't have to interact with an screen. My wife's has zero
problems with it. Now I agree the transmission on the was a little jerky Again, that's the answer
with the Now I know I could have probably made due with the 2. This is no passing gear mind
you. It's a cannon. It's like the power plant in the i. It's there if you need it and it will be effective.
To spend that kind of money for this car would not be wise, since there is a sweet spot for what
you pay for this car, and the V6 may be the only frill you'd want. The ASpec is basically window
dressing. Sportier, but look what you've got to work with. I'm the kind of guy that can get
depressed when he reads all the lukewarm reviews about my car and that it's way outclassed,
dated, pedestrian, etc. I asked my 68 year old salesman when we bought the "What kind of
person buys an Acura? The TLX is almost identical to the The software has been slightly
modified and improved. The biggest improvement is in the transmission. While the was at times
scary, the is almost perfect, smooth, shifting as required, HUGE improvement. The BIG

disappoinment is with the sound system. I have had five ELS systems, which is absolutely
wonderful. Although the specs say that it is an ELS system is sounds like the cheapest sound
system you can buy. This car is fantastic!! Let me say to many who believe it to be just a "High
end Accord" drive one, there is a world of difference between the two. In Dec I traded my '17
Accord V6 Touring, this car handles way better, is quieter and heavier, and it rides nicer as well.
Only thing I liked better about the Accord was the rear seat legroom, this one is less in that
department but still very comfortable for most. I prefer the 2 screen set up with the navigation
having the upper screen, I absolutely HATE the stand up screens in most new vehicles as they
look cheap and stuck on the dash as an afterthought. Everything works well and the build
quality takes a back seat to none of the competition. The advance with V6 and all wheel drive is
a totally different animal. The 3. How much more do we really need? One suggestion is that you
comply with Acura recommendation of burning Premium fuel. Dont cheap out on this as you will
pay for it in the cars performance and repair bills later on down the road. If you can afford this
car you can afford to burn premium. Cant say enough regarding my positives with this car, drive
one for yourself, you may be surprised at the value for your hard earned dollar! I looked at the
current entry level sedans and what appealed to me is the safety tech that is not even standard
on the Germans and you get a naturally aspirated V6. You can get this car cheaper than a hp
Audi A4 and the bmw i with more standard equipment. Write a review. See all 17 reviews. If
you're considering one of these over the other, you're likely aware that the TLX is related to the
Accord. Both are built on a shared global platform. There's a bit of price overlap between one of
the Accord's top trims and the base TLX. But if pressed, we'd take the Accord. However, moving
just slightly higher up the TLX trim ladder delivers refinements you won't find in the Accord,
such as a quieter and nicer cabin. The TLX also has more trunk space and gets better fuel
economy. The Q50, however, packs more performance â€” more engine power and torque â€”
and standard rear-wheel drive lends it more of a sport sedan feel. The 3 Series is the car to
which all sport sedans aspire. Its Mercedes and Audi competitors may disagree, but all seek in
their own way to achieve the balance of power, handling, comfort, and refinement that's made
the 3 Series a sport-sedan benchmark for decades. The TLX isn't in the same league as the 3
Series, but it's not far off either. While it can't match the kind of rock-solid road feel and
acceleration of the BMW, the TLX fares well when it comes to overall quality and handling
ability. Available styles include 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available
for the Acura TLX and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the TLX 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the TLX. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Acura TLX and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the TLX featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance,
mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and
performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives
every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive
and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive
database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Acura TLX. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new,
used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information
like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance ,
features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control,
parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type,
tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're

someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Photos Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Interior is quiet and
trimmed with high-quality materials Several desirable driver safety aids come standard Back
seat comfortably accommodates adults Cons Competent but bland driving character no real
zest or gusto Four-cylinder engine is underpowered What's new No significant changes this
year Part of the first TLX generation introduced for What it's like to live with the TLX? The TLX
serves up enjoyable performance when equipped with its V6 engine and sophisticated
all-wheel-drive system. It lacks the interior sheen of Europe's small sport-luxury cars, but it's
still well-crafted and balances practicality and spirit. It also costs less than most of its nearest
rivals. We tested the 3. Throttle response is immediate, and the V6 makes a nice-sounding snarl
when you mat the gas. But acceleration is slower than the competition, even with smaller
turbocharged engines. But there's plenty to like about the TLX's handling attitude. The A-Spec's
steering effort is just about right. In a turn, feedback is excellent, giving you confidence. Thanks
to its Super Handling All-Wheel Drive system, the TLX handles neutrally on long turns, provided
you go in slow and smoothly squeeze the throttle, letting the torque vectoring do the work. The
TLX A-Spec offers a secure, sporty interface with firm, grippy and multi-adjustable seats include
thigh extenders and a ride quality that deftly balances comfort and sport. Bumps in the road and
harsh impacts are well-suppressed, and the car shows great composure when tossed from side
to side. Active noise cancellation also helps to quiet the cabin. We're less impressed with the
climate system. It's best to leave it in Auto, and even then it takes some time to reach maximum
cooling. The seat ventilation is woefully inadequate, especially considering how warm the seat
is normally. Some controls are hard buttons, but full functionality requires using the lower
display. The TLX's interior design is busy but functional. The dual-screen interface presents a
lot of info, but it's a bit overwhelming at first and requires some time to learn the commands
and menu structures. A wide range of seat and steering wheel adjustability makes finding a
comfortable driving position easy, although large front pillars block what are otherwise good
sightlines to the car's front sides. The cabin is just about right for its size. You never feel as if
you're in a big car, and the TLX doesn't make you feel claustrophobic either. The center console
armrest and the door armrest are at the same height, and rear knee room and toe room are
excellent for the segment. The TLX throws up a lot of info on two displays. It's also distracting
when interacting with it. For instance, the screen that looks as if it's controlled with a knob is
actually a touchscreen, while the screen that should be a touchscreen is controlled with a knob.
At least the optional ELS system is a truly premium surround-sound upgrade. Built-in voice
controls are dated and limited. It's best to stick to Siri and Android voice commands if you have
a compatible device. The A-Spec comes with multiple driver's aids, including adaptive cruise
control. The latter lags in traffic, but it does OK as long as there are no large discrepancies in
speed. The TLX's efficiently laid-out interior and trunk prove you don't need an SUV to have a
functional day-to-day vehicle. The trunk space is good for the class, with a deep, low floor. The
trunk shape works well for longer pieces of cargo; wide items will have to be Tetrised in. The
deep compartment below the trunk floor can hold three to four grocery bags. Interior storage
includes a moderate-size storage space in front of the shifter, underneath the infotainment
system, and a large storage box under the center armrest. There's plenty of room in the back
seat for a rear-facing child seat, and the lower car seat anchors are easy to find and access. The
top tether anchors, however, require more careful and awkward threading of belts through the
rear shelf. The TLX's V6 engine is great, but the cost for its high-revving nature is efficiency.
The four-cylinder TLX is better but, of course, not as fun. The TLX is a bargain, no question. It
offers modern tech, responsive powertrains and pleasant manners. But it comes at the expense
of the interior polish. Simplified trim and package structures make buying a TLX easy, and
warranty coverage is better than average. The popularity of SUVs means sedans can be more
niche-focused. The TLX A-Spec embodies that philosophy with a sport-tuned suspension, sport
seats, classy upholstery and a muscular V6. While most cars are going to smaller turbocharged
engines, Acura forges ahead with this old-school six-cylinder. It sounds and feels fantastic,
even if it's not the fastest, cleanest-shifting or most fuel-efficient big engine in the class. The
TLX's sophisticated all-wheel-drive system and poised handling make it fun and surprisingly
practical. Only its transmission and infotainment system need some fine-tuning. The A-Spec
trims, like the one we tested for our Edmunds rating, are tempting, but we think the lower-priced
trim levels are more compelling. It enhances the TLX's value and feels lighter and more
maneuverable than the more powerful V6 version. Gear changes are snappier, too. Adding the
Technology package gets you worthwhile amenities and convenience features. Read more. Find
savings on the TLX for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all TLX lease offers.
Sponsored cars related to the TLX. Collision Mitigation Braking System Applies brakes
automatically to help reduce the severity of a crash if drivers don't take corrective action on

their own. Forward Collision Warning Provides audible and visual alerts when it detects what it
perceives as an impending collision. Side Impact Test Good. Acura TLX vs. Honda Accord If
you're considering one of these over the other, you're likely aware that the TLX is related to the
Accord. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the TLX both on
the road and at the track, giving it a 7. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the TLX has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Acura TLX is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic
consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the TLX.
Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the
TLX's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Acura TLX is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the
TLX and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should
all be factors in determining whether the TLX is a good car for you. Other versions include: 4dr
Sedan 2. TLX variants include 4dr Sedan 2. What do people think of the Acura TLX? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Acura TLX and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by
a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Acura TLXs you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Acura lease
specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the TLX drive? How comfortable is the TLX?
How economical is the TLX? Is the TLX a good value? With engineers and operators on both
sides of the globe, TLX has the talent, tools, and technology needed to make the best custom
solenoids on the market. TLX partners with OEMs and Tier 1 system suppliers to develop new
technologies for current and emerging vehicle architectures. Market and regulatory demands
for better performance, improved fuel efficiency, and reduced emissions provide opportunities
to collaborate on solenoid solutions that are engineered to be lighter, faster, and consume
minimal power. Choosing a TLX smart actuator or solenoid for your fire suppression system
ensures a faster, more durable, reusable solutionâ€”expertly tailored to your exact needs.
Whether your system needs simple actuation or a solution to meet the demands of a complex
environment such as high-speed, high-pressure, extreme temperatures, minimal power
consumption or integrated controls, TLX Technologies develops custom solenoids and valves
to meet the requirements of your challenging industrial applications. Meeting standards for
increased fuel efficiency and reduced emissions requires expertly-designed, reliable
components. Engineers at OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers for heavy vehicle systems trust TLX to
help meet these environmental standards; along with their durability, safety and performance
requirements. We are dedicated to the continuous improvement of our technology, productivity,
quality, and employee engagement as we work to meet and exceed the needs of our customers.
We will establish, monitor and work to continuously improve customer satisfaction, technology,
productivity, quality and employee engagement. The latest news sent to your inbox. TLX
Technologies Logo. Compare for Yourself. Learn More. Custom Actuators and Solenoids for
Fire Suppression Systems Choosing a TLX smart actuator or solenoid for your fire suppression
system ensures a faster, more durable, reusable solutionâ€”expertly tailored to your exact
needs. Durable, High Performance Solutions for Off-Highway Vehicle Systems Meeting
standards for increased fuel efficiency and reduced emissions requires expertly-designed,
reliable components. February 25 â€” March 1 March 9 â€” 12 May 3 â€” 6. Connect with TLX.
Phone Number. Let's Talk. Thank you! We will get in touch with you in the next few days to set
up a meeting. Case Studies More Learn more about solenoid operation, applications, and new
technologies. Design Solutions More See examples and specifications of custom solenoids
we've already designed. Our Quality We are dedicated to the continuous improvement of our
technology, productivity, quality, and employee engagement as we work to meet and exceed the
needs of our customers. Subscribe to Our Newsletter The latest news sent to your inbox.
Facebook LinkedIn YouTube. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons! Did you get a good deal? Be sure to come back and let us know! Post a pic of
your new purchase or lease! Any lease numbers or incentives on ? Be sure to come back and
share! Edmunds Moderator. Currently, Acura gears it's lease specials towards models. The
TLX's are arriving, but you'll have to wait for the specials. Can I please have numbers on the
following TLX aspec 2. I'm in MA. Can you please share lease numbers for the following. Hello
all. Just curious if the numbers are good. Still waiting on the email on what the cap cost is. I'm
interested in a TLX with no extras. I haven't gotten the cap or any numbers. I live in NYS and I
was hoping you could tell me what dealer incentive would be so I can begin to negotiate.
Thanks for any help you may provide. Any dealer incentives a right now? Thanks in advance. Hi
again Is this a good deal? Also, what are the incentives on this base vehicle? Thank you!! How
do I confirm it please? I am looking at the 4 cylinder model. This doesn't sound right to me. I

would love your thoughts. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Michaell
Colorado Posts: , April edited April in Acura. Ask your TLX lease questions here. Get info about
prices, money factor, deals, incentives, and payments. Look up information on the TLX. April
May May edited May Michaell said:. Twinsanity Posts: 3. Twinsanity said:. June Would that be
the same for the 3. No problem. Look forward to your response. Sign In or Register to comment.
It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Did you get
a good deal? Be sure to come back and share! Edmunds Moderator. Please note if any
differences if add in Advance package. I believe all TLX options at this point are for turbo 4
cylinder. Love these forums, you guys are awesome. This is for the 4 cylinder. Thanks, -R
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ene. Zip Code Thanks in advance, Joe. Be sure to come back and let us know! Post a pic of
your new purchase or lease! Does not seem to align with previous posts, especially given the
low annual miles. Thanks, Joe. Thanks a ton. Thanks again! Thanks in advance. Thank you! For
November if that's available. Hi there! Ty so much:. Michaell- above post is TLX. No 6 cyl yet,
also I think you put TLX rates NJ and any kind of conquest? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. October edited October in Acura. Ask your TLX lease questions
here! Get info about prices, money factor, deals, incentives, and payments. October Joe Posts:
4. Michaell Colorado Posts: , Joe said:. DBR Posts: 3. DBR said:. Michaell said:. November
December BOST Posts: 5. BOST said:. Swedi Posts: Swedi said:. December edited December
Everything rolled into the deal. Using full tax credits, 1. Sign In or Register to comment.

